AUTHORS GUIDELINES

STYLE AND FORMAT

File format: DOC, DOCX, RTF formats.
Length: No constraint in manuscript length, number of tables, figures or graphs, or any supporting information.
Font: Any standard font and standard size is acceptable (except symbol font).
Headings: Sections and sub-sections are restricted up to 2-3 heading levels but should be clearly indicated in the text.
Layout and spacing: Single-spaced and in single column only.
Footnotes: Not permitted, If manuscript contains footnotes, integrate the information into the main text or the reference list, depending on the content.
Language: English Language only.
Abbreviations: Should be defined clearly in tabular form on title page.
Reference style: Journal name abbreviations should be as per National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) databases.
"Vancouver" style, as outlined by ICMJE (https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html)
See reference formatting examples and additional instructions below.
Equations: Using MathType for display and inline equations or Equation Editor, If not possible.
Nomenclature:
Units of measurement: Units should be used as per International System of Units i.e. SI units (http://www.bipm.org/en/measurement-units/).
Drugs: International Nonproprietary Names should be used as per WHO i.e. INN (http://www.who.int/medicines/services/inn/en/).
Species names: should be in italics (e.g., Homo habilis) as genus and species in the title of the manuscript and while mentioning the name of an organism first time in the article. Thereafter, the first letter of the genus name followed by the full species name must be used (e.g., H. habilis).
Genes, mutations, genotypes and alleles: should be in italics or recommended by the appropriate genetic nomenclature database (e.g., http://www.genenames.org for human genes).
**TYPE OF MANUSCRIPT**

All the submissions are subjected to peer-review process. The categorizations of submission are as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of article</th>
<th>Text limit up to</th>
<th>References up to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>3000-3500 words</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Report</td>
<td>2000 -2500 words</td>
<td>25-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>3000-3500 words</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorials</td>
<td>1000-1500 words</td>
<td>10-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion and Perspective</td>
<td>1000-1500 words</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters to the Editor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed-Op Article</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book Review</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commentaries</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MANUSCRIPT ORGANIZATION**

Manuscripts should be organized as follows:

**TITLE PAGE**

1. Full Title of Manuscript (maximum 200-250 characters)
2. Running Title/Short Title (maximum 200-250 characters)
3. Full Name of Each Author
4. Full Affiliation/Address of Each Author (Designation, Department, College, University, Organization, City, State/Province, Country, Email, Phone, Fax etc.)
5. Name of Corresponding/Main Author

*(Note: Each author must have an affiliation)*

**ABSTRACT (250-300 words)**

The Abstract should:

1. Designate the main objective(s) of the study.
2. Explain how the study was done, including any model organisms used, without methodological detail
3. Condense the most imperative results and their impact.

*(Note: abstract should not contain any citation or abbreviations, if possible)*

**KEY WORDS (5-7words)**

The keywords should represent the content of manuscript and specific with respect to field.
INTRODUCTION
The introduction should:
1. Provide background that situates the manuscript into the perspective and allows readers outside the field to understand the purpose and significance of the study.
2. Delineate the problem addressed and why it is important
3. Embrace a brief review of the key literature
4. Note any relevant controversies or divergences in the field
5. Conclude with a brief statement of the overall target of the work and a remark about whether that aim was accomplished.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Materials and Methods section should
1. Provide adequate detail so as to fully reproduce the study by the investigator. In case of new method, detailed information and/or protocols should be incorporated.
2. If materials, methods and protocols are well established, authors should cite articles where those procedures are described in detail, but the method adopted in manuscript should include appropriate information to be understood independent of these references.

RESULTS, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS
These sections may all be separate or may be combined as “Results and Discussion” and “conclusions”.
1. As needed, these sections may be further divided into subsections and/or subheading. These sections should describe the results of the experiments, the interpretation and the conclusions that can be drawn.
2. Authors should also elucidate how the results relate to the hypothesis presented and provide an explanation of the implications of the findings, essentially in relation to previous related studies and potential future directions for research.
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TABLES
1. Cite the tables in ascending numeric order(1,2,3....)
2. Label as e.g. “Table 1” with brief title
3. Place legends, footnotes just below the respective table
4. Insert the table immediately just after the first paragraph in which they are cited.

FIGURES
1. Cite the figures in ascending numeric order(1,2,3....)
2. Label as e.g. “Fig 1” with caption
3. Insert the figure immediately just after the first paragraph in which they are cited.
(Note: Figure files are also to be uploaded separately)

FUNDING STATEMENT
The funding statement should include relevant grant numbers and full detail of funding organization.

COMPETING INTERESTS
The competing interests must be fully declared.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION CAPTIONS (IF APPLICABLE)
Authors are encouraged to submit essential supporting files and multimedia files along with their manuscript.
A list of all the supporting information files must be provided at the end of manuscript.
All the supporting information files should be uploaded separately.
The name of supporting information file should be designated as "Appendix 1" and "Appendix 2", and so on.

REFERENCES
References should be numbered consecutively in the order as they are cited in the text. Arabic numerals (ENCLOSED IN SQUARED BRACKETS, e.g. [1], [1,2,3] or [1-5]) should be used in citing references in the text. References should be listed using the following order (as outlined by NLM https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/pmcdoc/tagging-guidelines/citations/v2/citations.html):

**Journal Article**: If there are more than 10 authors, only the first 10 should be listed and the others should be represented with "et al.".

**Standard Journal Article**:

**Organization as author**:

**No author given**:

**Article in a language other than English**:

**Issue with supplement**:

**Volume with parts**:

**Issue with parts**:
**Issue with No Volume:**

**Volume without Issue:**

**No Issue or Volume:**

**Article Containing Retraction**

**Books:**

**Individual Author(s):**

**Editors(s):**

**Chapter in a book:**

**Conference Proceedings**

**Dissertation and Theses**
Patents

Web sources: